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Normally, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and often 1/10 (because of its relationship with decimals) are refered to as benchmark
fractions. Estimation is a perfect example of how a benchmark fraction is used.Benchmark Fractions Calculator.
For mixed numbers, enter in the form a&b/c-- Enter Fraction 1-- Enter Fraction 2 (do not enter a fraction if you
only want 1 converted or simplified) Round to nearest 1/2 Round to nearest 1/4 Round to nearest 1/8 . Email:
donsevcik@gmail.comA benchmark is a number used to estimate and do mental math with. You have used
benchmark numbers already when rounding to the nearest ten, hundred, and thousand. Now, you are going to
use fraction benchmarks to find about how much fractions are or which easy to work with fraction it is closest
to.".Benchmark fractions are common fractions that you can use to judge and compare other fractions. To begin,
encourage students to use 1/2 as a benchmark for comparing and reasoning about fractions. As students
progress, you can encourage them to use any unit fraction as a benchmark for comparison.Percentage Trick Solve precentages mentally - percentages made easy with the cool math trick! - Duration: 10:42. tecmath
6,461,030 views1/2 because 5/9 is equivalent to 10/18. Half of 18 is 9 and 10 is close to 9 so the nearest
benchmark fraction you should round to is 1/2. Hope this helps you!Benchmark fractions are common fractions
that you can judge other numbers against. Normally, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and often 1/10 (because of its relationship
with decimals) are refe … red to as benchmark fractions. Estimation is a perfect example of how a benchmark
fraction is used.· Today our goal will be to round fractions. Recall that when we round whole numbers and
decimals we round them to benchmark numbers or numbers that are easy to work with. Rounding helps us with
estimating. Today we are going to round fractions to the benchmarks of 0, ½ and 1 (or whole numbers and
½).For example, the standard practice for estimating sums and differences of fractions for grammar school
students seems to be rounding to the closest 1/2 by rounding to 0, 1/2 or 1. This works well through a calculator
such as if you are adding 3/8 + 11/16. 3/8 is closest to 1/2 and 11/16 is less than 3/4 so it is also closest to
1/2.What is a benchmark? In mathematics, benchmarks can be defined as the standard or reference point against
which something can be measured, compared, or assessed. Benchmark numbers are numbers against which
other numbers or quantities can be estimated and compared.In math, one type of benchmark is what children are
expected to learn in math. In first grade, for example, one benchmark is to "read and write numbers up to 100".
It is a goal you work toward, and a reference point to how the child is doing in math. The other kind of math
benchmark is a point on the continuum of thinking about math and numbers.Rounding Fractions to the Nearest
Whole (A) Welcome to The Rounding Fractions to the Nearest Whole (A) Math Worksheet from the Fractions
Worksheets Page at Math-Drills.com. This Fractions Worksheet may be printed, downloaded or saved and used
in your classroom, home school, or other educational environment to help someone learn math.Rounding to
Benchmark Fractions- Round each fraction to the nearest benchmark fraction. Rounding to Benchmark
Fractions- Round each fraction to the nearest benchmark fraction. Skip navigationRounding What is rounding?
Finding out which “benchmark number” a number is closest to. Think of a number line! What is a benchmark
number? A “nicer” number; Benchmark numbers usually end in a zero (tens, hundreds, thousands, etc.) How do
you round a number? 1.) Determine which place value position you’re roundingRounding means we are finding
the closest benchmark number. A benchmark number is one that is easy to use in operations and/or quicker to
say and write. A number line can help us round by showing the closest benchmark number. Five is the midpoint
between 0 and 10.As the students nominate fractions encourage them to give explanations that focus on the
relative size of the fractional parts. Ask the students to work in pairs. Direct one of the pair to record a fraction
that is close to but under 1/2 on a piece of paper. The other student then records a fraction that is closer to 1/2
and explains why it is ...Q&A > Math > what is rounding or benchmark estimate. what is rounding or
benchmark estimate what is rounding or benchmark estimate. 13 Views. what is rounding or benchmark
estimate. what is rounding or benchmark estimate. Answer. you mostly round to the nearest 100th hope this
helps. Virtual Teaching Assistant: John B. Question Level: Basic ...What Are Benchmark Numbers in Math? In

mathematics, benchmark numbers are predefined numbers that assist in estimation of an unknown quantity.
Benchmark numbers tend to be multiples of 5 or 10.The most important benchmarks for fractions are 0, 1/2, and
1. So the closest fraction benchmark for .23 would be 0 because .23 is closer to 0 than it is to 1/2. It would
probably be the same for the decimal benchmark as well. Other important benchmarks could be 1/4 and 3/4 or
.25 and .75. But I would say for basic math you would not need these.A list of benchmark fractions include 1/4,
1/3, 1/2, 2/3 and 3/4. Benchmark fractions are common fractions that are used for comparison to other numbers.
For example, the benchmark fraction 1/10 is often used because of how it relates to decimals. Benchmark
fractions are useful to know because of how they relate to common percentages and decimals.A benchmark in
mathematics is an intuitive tool to help solve a problem. They are most commonly used with fraction and
decimal problems. Students can use benchmarks to solve addition and subtraction problems easier without
converting or computing fractions or decimals out on a piece of paper or calculator.Benchmark fractions are
easy to visualize and identify, and thus, help in estimating the parts. When comparing two fractions with
different numerators and denominators, we can either make their denominators common or compare them to a
benchmark fraction such as 1/2.Estimating with Benchmark Fractions Teachers can use this interactive tool to
help students develop fraction sense. After a teacher places a fraction, decimal, or expression on the screen,
students determine which given benchmark number it is closest to.Sep 24, 2011 - Benchmark Rounding of
Fractions: *round the fraction to the CLOSEST 1/2 or whole*. General rules: If the fraction is less than
1/4.round . estimate a fraction sum or difference using benchmark. WP: ESTIMATE A FRACTION SUM OR
DIFFERENCE USING BENCHMARK. NUMBERS O, 1/2, AND.What Is a Benchmark Fraction? Have you
ever used a ruler to estimate the length of a pencil or the width of your desk? If you measured to the nearest inch
or foot, you were using benchmarks.Benchmark Estimation. Estimation is an important math skill that your
child needs to practice often in order to master it. Fortunately, you can easily incorporate it in everyday life to
help him grasp it better. Here’s an interesting estimation activity and printable for kids. Check it out and then try
other rounding and estimation printables ...Whenever we round numbers, it is helpful to locate the benchmark
numbers on the number line. We can use a straight number line or a bent number line like this. If we are
rounding to the nearest 10, the benchmark numbers are the nearest multiples of 10, such as 10, 20, and 30.Tools.
Estimating with Benchmark Fractions. Use this tool to help students develop fraction sense. You will place a
fraction on the screen and ask your students which benchmark number this is close to. The visual supports will
build conceptual understanding. Watch how to use this tool.Blackline Fraction Strips -- need these for my math
journals to compare fraction Más Blank Fraction Bars for students to fill in during testing In the Math Printables
section, you'll discover a bunch of free math worksheets, templates, and resources for elementary school
teachers and students.Rounding fractions up or down will depend on a lot of things, specifically whether you're
dealing with a lot of very specific fractions, and whether there are few enough parts to still make sense.
"Rounding" a fraction means bringing it slightly up or down so that the fraction may be simplified.Benchmark
Fractions Estimate%20Sum for 1%2F5 and 6%2F7 using nearest 1/4Learn definition math benchmark fractions
with free interactive flashcards. Choose from 144 different sets of definition math benchmark fractions
flashcards on Quizlet.Fraction to Percent. The process of converting from fractions to percentages starts out the
same as does the process for converting from fractions to decimals, but the final answer can come in a couple
different formats. You always start by doing the long division (because fractions are division, remember!), and
then (usually) you move the ...Rounding and Fractions. Rounding fractions works exactly the same way as
rounding whole numbers. The only difference is that instead of rounding to tens, hundreds, thousands, and so
on, you round to tenths, hundredths, thousandths, and so on. 7.8199 rounded to the nearest tenth is 7.8; 1.0621
rounded to the nearest hundredth is 1.06Benchmark fractions are common fractions that you can judge other
numbers against. Normally, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and often 1/10 (because of its relationship with decimals) are refe …
red to as benchmark fractions. Estimation is a perfect example of how a benchmark fraction is used.Students
will need the Fraction Cards from Activity Sheets 5–7 that were first used in Lesson 5-1. Using Benchmarks
with Fraction Addition and Subtraction Objective To review estimating with fractions using benchmarks. Key
Concepts and Skills • Identify benchmarks on a number line. [Number and Numeration Goal 6]Video: How to
Round Mixed Numbers After watching this video lesson, you should be able to round mixed numbers easily and
quickly. You will learn about what number to look at to determine whether ...Benchmark Fractions. Showing

top 8 worksheets in the category - Benchmark Fractions. Some of the worksheets displayed are Using
benchmarks with fraction addition and subtraction, Comparing fractions work, Comparing fractions number
sense and benchmarks activity, Summer 2012 benchmark fractions, Fractions into percent 1, Teaching fractions
according to the common core standards, Grade 3 math ...Learn decimals benchmark math with free interactive
flashcards. Choose from 500 different sets of decimals benchmark math flashcards on Quizlet.Rounding
Fractions to the Nearest Half or Whole Date: 01/10/2003 at 01:04:01 From: Michelle Subject: Rounding
fractions to the nearest half or whole? How do you round fractions to the nearest half or whole? I don't
understand how you can tell what the fraction needs to be rounded to. What do you look for to know whether it
goes up or down?

